
 

Ever used a word in a text message and realized that the person you're texting doesn't have a clue what you're talking about? Congratulations, you've just encountered magyar hangok igo8 hoz. Magyar hangok is a Hungarian word for "flavor." The article will show readers some common words from other languages, along with their Hungarian counterparts. In this case, the article will help readers of
English learn new vocabulary from Hungarian. The common word in English is "flavor." The common word in Hungarian is not "flavor," but rather, it's "tűszt." In this case, the Hungarian word igo8 will not help you navigate the text message when you actually type it. Instead, when the English speaker decides to use a Hungarian word for flavor, igo8 will show him or her that they need to click on a
special button and switch to their phone keyboard. Once they've switched to the phone keyboard and typed in the Hungarian word (tűszt), then their messages of "flavor" can be processed by their device and displayed on-screen correctly. 

Common words that do not need to be translated:

Common words that do need to be translated:

Hungarian and English are related languages, and it's always fun to see what we share. However, not everything is shared by the two languages. We may share many words and phrases, but even English isn't the same in all regions in America--it's different in each area. Take a look at this article for some pretty cool Hungarian phrases! Some of them are common in everyday life, while others are heard
less often. But, aren't all of them cool? I think so. BENNE: A common phrase in Hungarian that means “in it,” or “inside of it.” Some examples of how magyar hangok igo8 can be used with texts is in these phrases, like this one: "vagy nem szeretsz benne?" This means, "do you like it in there?" ELMÉLVE: A common phrase in Hungarian that means “to consider.” This is probably one of the most igo8
phrases because people use it so much. It can be used in texting, emails, and even in texts from friends. It is the equivalent of saying “OK” to a text or email message. In other words, this phrase is simply a yes or a short version of saying "I know." SZALÁMA: A common phrase in Hungarian that means “bouquet.” This works for both Facebook and email messages. It could be used to say it's a nice
bouquet or even a nice person. The word also has many meanings in English, so it's a big help when you're speaking with others from other countries.
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